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Abstract

This paper explores the usefulness of prosody in automatically
compressing dialogue acts from meeting speech. Specifically, this
work attempts to compress utterances by preserving the pitch con-
tour of the original whole utterance. Two methods of doing this are
described in detail and are evaluated subjectively using human an-
notators and objectively using edit distance with a human-authored
gold-standard. Both metrics show that such a prosodic approach is
much better than the random baseline approach and significantly
better than a simple text compression method.
Index Terms: speech compression, speech summarization,
prosody, pitch contour.

1. Introduction
A common approach to automatic text and speech summarization
is extractive summarization, in which sentences or utterances are
extracted from the original document to form a summary. Re-
cent research in speech summarizarization [1, 2] has indicated that
the informativeness of extractive summaries is postively correlated
with the length of the extracted units. Consequently, summarizer
output tends to consist of fewer, but longer dialogue acts. If the
compression rate for summarizing an hour-long meeting is quite
low, e.g., 300 words, then few dialogue acts will be extracted. For
that reason, it is very desirable to automatically compress these di-
alogue acts so that more can be extracted without exceeding the
overall length limit.

The fragmented and disfluent nature of meeting speech means
that implementing text compression techniques is not always fea-
sible. Meeting dialogue acts cannot be reliably parsed, and we are
thus limited as to how we can both determine the essential compo-
nents of a given dialogue act and have a resulting compression that
is readable. This paper explores the use of prosody in compressing
informative dialogue acts from meeting speech. More specifically,
the techniques described below compress the dialogue acts by try-
ing to preserve the original pitch contour as much as possible in the
compressed dialogue act. The simple intuition behind this method
is that prosody is meaning [3] and that preserving this aspect of the
prosody may preserve a great deal of the meaning as well.

Two methods of using prosody for speech compression are de-
scribed below. They are first evaluated subjectively by humans
grading on both informativeness and readability criteria, along-
side human-authored gold-standards and random baseline com-
pressions. The second evaluation metric is edit distance, objec-
tively measuring the string distance between the automatic ap-
proaches and the gold-standards. In addition to the prosodic and
random approaches, a simple text compression method was imple-
mented and included for this edit distance evaluation.
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2. Previous Work

majority of previous speech compression work has been done
roadcast News corpora [4, 5, 6, 7]. Because much of Broad-
News consists of read speech rather than spontaneous dia-
e, it is often possible to reliably parse the data and use tech-
es inherited from textual sentence compression. In that re-
t, automatic compression of meeting utterances is a much
e difficult task.

In work by Hori et. al. [4] and Kikuchi et. al. [5], a sen-
e compression method is described and results on English
Japanese broadcast news are given. The authors combine

d confidence scores, word significance scores, trigram lan-
e scores, and word concatentation scores to determine the

mal compression of a given sentence using dynamic program-
g. The difference between the language score and the word
atentation score is that the former relies solely on trigram lan-
e probabilities while the latter is based on the dependency
ture of the sentence.

Again on Broadcast News data, Kolluru et. al. [6] presents
lti-stage compaction method using a sequence of multi-layer

eptrons. First, confidence scores are used to remove incor-
y transcribed words. A chunk parser identifies intra-sentential
ks and a subset of the chunks are then chosen based on the

ence of Named Entities and tf.idf scores.

Zechner [8] describes a speech summarization system in
h false starts, repetitions and filled pauses are identified and

oved, thereby increasing the coherency of the summaries and
pressing the individual sentences. Zechner focuses especially
sing part-of-speech tags, trigger words with high predictive
ntial, and turn boundary information in his work, and suggests
prosodic information could lead to further improvement in dis-
cy detection.

Ohtake et. al. [7] use prosodic features for speech-to-speech
scast compression and do not use ASR for compression at all.
y locate accent phrase boundaries by analyzing fall-rise F0 pat-
s, determine which adjacent accent phrases belong together as
le summary units, and then compare two prosodic methods for
cting the most important summary units. For example, sum-
y units can be eliminated if their mean energy level falls below
e-determined threshold or if a derived F0 summary unit score
ove a speaker-dependent threshold. Ohtake et. al. also at-
t to use prosodic features to determine whether a given sum-

y unit depends on the preceding summary unit, so that when a
mary unit is eliminated, its dependants are also eliminated.
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Figure 1: Sample Dialogue Act and Summary Contours (first
prosodic method)

3. Compression Methods
This section presents the compression methods in detail. First,
two prosodic methods are described, both of which attempt to
compress the utterance by preserving the pitch contour. A sim-
ple textual method is presented, as well as a baseline compression
method.

3.1. Prosodic Methods

The compression rate is between 0.65 and 0.70 for all of the au-
tomatic compression methods. A first step for each method is to
remove simple filled pauses such as uh and erm as well as imme-
diate repetitions of a word.

3.1.1. First Method

The first prosody method begins by breaking the utterance into
prosodic phrases or chunks. The primary cue for phrase boundary
is pause length, with pauses of 100 ms or more being considered
a boundary. A secondary method is to look for instances of pitch
reset which would signal the beginning of a new prosodic phrase.
More specifically, we are looking for areas where the pitch falls to
a low level for at least 300 ms before rising sharply again, with the
fall-rise pattern signalling the pitch declination of one phrase and
the beginning of another. We first attempt to locate the boundaries
using only pause, as it is considered more reliable, but if we are
unable to break the dialogue act into at least 3 chunks, we revert to
looking at pitch reset as well.

Once the prosodic phrases are located, the overall pitch slope
for each phrase is measured. We then begin an iterative process,
wherein for each phrase we measure the pitch slopes of its con-
stituent words and select the word whose slope is closest to that of
the phrasal slope. If a phrase has no more than two words, we skip
it altogether as it is likely to be a disfluent fragment. We continue
the iterative process until the desired number of words has been
selected for the compression.

Figure 1 shows cubic regressions for the pitch contours of the
following utterance and summary pair:

Original: So given these um these features or or these these
examples um critical examples which they call support f- support
vectors then um gien a new example if the new example falls um
away from the boundary in one direction then it’s classified as be-
ing a part of this particular class

Compression: So given these features or these examples crit-
ical examples which they call support vectors then given a new
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re 2: Sample Dialogue Act and Summary Contours (second
odic method)

ple if new example falls boundary in one direction then being
rt of this particular class

. Second Method

second method is more crude and does not depend on recog-
g phrase boundaries. Instead, the pitch contour for the entire
gue act is represented as a vector of F0 values. Compression
eeds by deleting words one at a time, based on how large an
ct each word’s deletion has on the pitch contour. For each it-
on of the procedure, each word has its F0 values deleted from
itch vector and replaced with interpolated values between its
er neighbouring words. This new pitch vector is then com-
d with the original pitch vector by using cosine similarity. The
d with the highest cosine similarity is deleted, as the removal
s F0 values had little effect on the overall pitch contour. Again,
rocedure continues until the desired length is reached.

Essentially, the two prosodic methods are working from op-
te directions, one iteratively selecting words while the other is
tively eliminating words. There are significant differences,
ever, as the latter method does not use phrasal information
thus would not ignore short fragments as the former method
ld. This second method also relies on overall pitch vector
larity, which may not be as reliable as measuring slope at the
sal and word levels.
Figure 2 shows cubic regressions for the pitch contours of the
wing utterance and summary pair:
Original: And the interesting thing is that even though yes it’s
gits task and that’s a relatively small number of words and
e’s a bunch of digits that you train on it’s just not as good as
ng a a l- very large amount of data and training up a a a nice

big HMM
Compression: And interesting thing is that though yes it’s dig-
ask and that’s relatively small words and there’s bunch digits
train on it’s just not good as having a large amount and train-
up a nice good big HMM

Simple Text Method

the second evaluation scheme described below, we imple-
ted a simple text compression method for comparison. As
e methods described above, we first delete filled pauses and
titions. We then assign each word in the dialogue act a tf.idf
e, a metric which gives high ranks to words that are frequent
in a document but rare across multiple documents. We select
ords with the highest tf.idf scores until the desired compres-



sion length is reached. This text compression method is quite sim-
ple but nevertheless would give a reasonable expectation of high
informativeness.

3.3. Baseline

To assess baseline performance, we randomly select the desired
number of words and present them in the original order.

3.4. Gold Standard

The gold standard for compression is human-authored compres-
sions. Manual compressions were made with a compression rate
between 60% and 70%. The manual compressions were restricted
to using only words from the original dialogue act and had to be
presented in the original order, as with the automatic methods. The
slightly wider window for the compression rate is because it is not
feasible to require human annotators to compress an utterance to a
precise percentage of the original.

4. Experiments

Two methods of evaluation were carried out, the first being a sub-
jective analysis using human annotators who rated each compres-
sion on two criteria, and the second being a measure of edit-
distance to a gold-standard compression. The text compression
method was not implemented until after the human evaluation was
complete, and so it is only included in the edit-distance evaluation.

4.1. Data

The corpus used was the ICSI meeting corpus, consisting of 75
unrestricted meetings averaging about an hour in length each [9].
These experiments utilize manual dialogue act annotation [10],
and thirty dialogue acts from the corpus were chosen which were
output from the summarizer described in [2]. These dialogue acts
average about 27 words in length. The content of the dialogue acts
was quite technical, and though it would have been possible to se-
lect less technical and shorter dialogue acts, we are fundamentally
concerned with how our compression method performs on actual
summarizer output.

4.2. Subjective Evaluation

Five human judges were presented with the output of four com-
pression methods on the test set, for a total of 120 compressions
to be evaluated by each annotator. These four methods were ran-
dom baseline compressions, human-authored gold-standard com-
pressions, and the two prosodic compression methods. The judges
were asked to rate each compression for two criteria, informative-
ness and readability. The ratings were made on a 1-5 Likert scale
with 1 being ’Very Poor’ and 5 being ’Very Good.’

4.2.1. Informativeness

When rating a given compression in terms of its informativeness,
judges were asked to keep in mind whether the compression re-
tained the most important parts of the original utterance and re-
frained from including irrelevant or unnecessary parts of the origi-
nal. They were instructed that this is a distinct and separate rating
from readability, so that a compression may score high on infor-
mativeness and still do very poorly on readability.
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igure 4: Readability Scores for Four Compression Methods

. Readability

n rating a given compression in terms of its readability, judges
asked to consider whether the compression seemed grammat-

and fluent relative to the original and whether the compression
generally readable. The term relative was included in the in-
tions because a compression which is an ungrammatical frag-
t should not be scored very low if the original utterance was
an ungrammatical fragment, for example.

Edit Distance

second method of evaluation is edit distance, which utilizes
human-authored compressions as a gold-standard for an ob-
ve comparison. The edit distance between two strings is de-

as 1 − (I + D + S)/R, where R is the number of words
e reference string and I, D and S are insertions, deletions
substitutions, respectively. This metric thus objectively mea-
s how close an automatically compressed string comes to the
lly compressed string. For this evaluation, four compression
oaches were measured against the reference string, with the
approaches being random, text-based, and two prosodic ap-
ches.

5. Results
Subjective

re 3 shows the averaged informativeness scores for the four
pression methods. The inter-annotator agreement was very
, with the correlation of macroaveraged scores above 0.9 for
annotator pair. The manual compressions were rated signif-
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Figure 5: Edit Distance for Four Compression Methods

icantly higher than the others (p<0.05), with an average informa-
tiveness score of 4.65. Both of the prosodic approaches were sig-
nificantly better than random (p<0.05) but were not significantly
different from one another. The first prosodic approach had an
average informativeness score of 3.69 and the second prosodic ap-
proach had an average of 3.82. The random compressions aver-
aged 2.08 in terms of informativeness.

Figure 4 shows the averaged readability scores for the four
compression methods. The inter-annotator agreement was again
very good, with correlations above 0.9 for each annotator pair.
The significant effects are the same as those of the informativeness
scores, with the manual compressions rating significantly higher
than the other approaches (p<0.05) and the prosodic approaches
being signficantly better than random (p<0.05) but not signifi-
cantly different from one another. The manual compressions had
an average readability score of 4.6, the first prosodic approach av-
eraged 2.93, the second prosodic approach averaged 3.15, and the
random compressions averaged 1.77 in terms of readability. Inter-
estingly, while the random and prosodic approaches had readabil-
ity scores significantly lower than their informativeness scores, the
manual compressions scored comparably on both readability and
informativeness.

5.2. Edit Distance

Figure 5 shows the results of the edit distance metric, in which
the manual gold-standard compressions were compared with the
random and prosodic approaches, as well as a simple tf.idf ap-
proach. The most striking aspect of these results is that the tf.idf
method performed only at the level of the random method. The
prosodic approaches were significantly better (p<0.05), with an
average edit distance of 0.56 and 0.53, respectively. The tf.idf and
random approaches each had an average edit distance of 0.44.

6. Conclusion
This paper has presented a novel method of compressing utter-
ances by preserving the pitch contour of the original within the
compressed version. This compression method was meant to
be robust to the disfluencies and ungrammaticalities of meeting
speech, which prevent reliable parsing or dependency extraction,
and the results are very encouraging. We report the findings of a pi-
lot study evaluating two implementations of this approach. Based
on both subjective and objective evaluation metrics, the prosodic
approaches are far better than random compression. Objective
evaluation using edit-distance also shows the prosodic methods
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erforming a keyword-based compression approach. Relative
uman-authored gold-standards, the readability of the prosodic
pressions suffers but there are quite high levels of informative-
.
Though the second prosodic method was thought to be cruder
the first, it performed slightly but not significantly better in
s of both readability and informativeness. Future work may
bine the two methods in order to optimize the compression
lts.
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